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VIDEO GAMES VIDEO GAMES

TSK TSK

MYV-FL3FRUTILANDIA EVOLUTION

It is a video game with 19” LCD or 15’’ LCD.

There are main game, double game and roulette bonus game. 

Main game is Mario game combined with spin reel. While completing a line which three 
identical symbols appear on the spin reel, it will be making extra bonus. Besides, it's possible 
to play roulette bonus game.

Double game is a poker game which is betting big or small. Along with more success, player 
can reap more multiplication.
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VIDEO GAMES VIDEO GAMES

TSK TSK

MYV-F7MULTI-LINES PLUS EXTRA ROULETTE

Totally different from the traditional video Fruit Game! 

Plus electronic-motored Roulette!

5 reels, 25 multilinkers, extra bonus, free spin, and mini games. 
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VIDEO GAMES VIDEO GAMES

TSK TSK

MYV-TSMULTI-LINES FORTUNE BET

With 5 reels, 9 multilinkers, mini games, and various winning opportunities that make 
players can’t stop playing it.

Traditional Mario machine that combines with reels and video games.
It is more challenging and entertaining, also creates more chance to win the prize.

It can be installed in single screen or dual screens casino cabinet, also the version of 
ABS cabinet. 
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VIDEO GAMES VIDEO GAMES

TSK TSK

MYV-S3MULTI-LINES FORTUNE BET

5 reels and 9 multilinkers game.

Three mini games make more winning opportunities for your players!

Extra bonus, players get bonus if they get in the red zone on the roulette.

Free lights: players might get three to eight free lights during the game.

New double up chance: Coin-tossing game. 

Traditional Mario machine combines with video games, and creates more chances to win the prize.
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VIDEO GAMES VIDEO GAMES

TSK TSK

MYV-PK2MULTI-LINES FORTUNE BET

When the POKER REELS show the same image, players get chances to play mini games.

The DOUBLE UP game is definitely different from the traditional ones.

Brand new BIG BONUS to freshen up the players!
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AMUSEMENT SERIES

TSK11

AMUSEMENT SERIES

TSK

A RevolutionARy PinbAll MAchine
Lovely acrylic design with marble-man and national flag.

Exclusive design on gears of pinball machine. It will 
convey pinball, instead of pull plunger, and player decides 
the moment pinball falls by pressing pushing button. 

There is  a special roulette installed on the assembled 
play field. It will affect the orbit of pinball and be related to 
the super "bonus".

MYA-SB

Probalility Controlled
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AMUSEMENT SERIES AMUSEMENT SERIES

TSK TSK

uPGRADeD Roulette AnD neW PlAytAble

MYA-FS
GAShAPon MAchine
Halloween is not only a gift machine but also a roulette 
game. You can get the extra gashapon as a gift by 
playing the roulette game. 
The roulette game is interesting and exciting. The player 
can stop the pointer immediately in order to get the gift.

Fruit Spin has a different play table from the past 
roulette games. The player must collects three identical 
symbols to reap reward next to symbols. One good thing 
is that Fruit Spin will present some random symbols 
at the beginning of round. It raises substantially 
percentage to win the reward.

MYA-HW

Multiple Settings
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MEGA MARIO SERIES MEGA MARIO SERIES

TSK TSK

KM2 KM4-12 KM6-11KM3-11 KM5-11 KM7

KM8-11 KM9-1A

KM13-11KM12-11KM11-11

KM9-51

KM14-11

KM9-2A

KM13-21

KM10-11

MYK-LD

KM9-11

KM9-31
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MEGA MARIO SERIES MEGA MARIO SERIES

TSK TSK

My-t3 MeGA SiZe
We release mega version of our T3 for T series lover.

Jungle style sound effect! Come to feel it!!

Roulette makes more chance to increase income.

In the special game, Lucky wheel, players have four 
times to win bonus. To win bonus, players must control 
the roulette by pressing button. 

Three identical symbols appear on the matrix display 
will make different bonus.

MYG-JK
MeGA viP, PluS biG Roulette
Great party with giant LEDs of high brightness, funny 
music, and extra roulette.

When three identical symbols appear on the reels, the 
multiplication of the total bet is activated. The player 
can manually stop the reels with greater excitement.

Time Game offers you the chance to win as many 
credits as you can by pressing the PARA button.

Optional : Configuration and Audit via your Bluetooth 
device.

MYG-FL2
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MARIO SERIES

TSK19

MEGA MARIO SERIES

TSK

MeGA viP
Great party with giant LEDs of high brightness, and 
funny music.

When three identical symbols appear on the reels, the 
multiplication of the total bet is activated. The player 
can manually stop the reels with greater excitement.

Time Game offers you the opportunity to win as many 
credits as you can by pressing the PARA button.

Optional : Configuration and Audit via your Bluetooth 
device.

MYG-FL1

DeSKtoP veRSion
For the demand in the market, we offer different cabinet 
for your option, this is, cabinet of half-size you could 
choose. And you can select keyboard or buttons based 
on your preference.

MYG-JK  MYG-FL1
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MARIO SERIES

TSK21

 MARIO SERIES

TSK

KM1-1A KM1-12 KM1-14KM1-11 KM1-13

KM1-15 KM3-11

KM8-11KM7-11KM6-11

KM5-11

KM11-11

KM4-11

KM10-11

KM2

MY-19
innovAtive MARio GAMe
Frutas Lucha, which means a competition for cute fruit, 
is one of our new mario game machine this year. We 
do completely new PCB layout and design, especially 
the demonstration of JP prize. There is a classic piano 
sound effect with the game.

Big Chance! 2 Color Light! Cost Down
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 MARIO SERIES MARIO SERIES

TSK TSK

MY-18
heRe chAMPion tRoPhy iS!!
“Magic Champion” is upgraded. It has our specialized 
round LED with double color and high-brightness, as well 
as dot matrix display.
Redesigned images of acrylic and software will make 
players feel fresh definitely. Besides, players are easier 
to get bulk reward as more additional winning light they 
could obtain. 
Come to win your trophy as a magic champion!!

MY-15
GAlAXy tReASuRe huntinG
Space Master features the story of the treasure hunting 
in outer space. The extra roulette installed in the PCB 
allows you to earn double bonus. 
Recover your investment in short time with Space 
Master, which impress you with its acrylics, great audio 
effect and high brightness LED!
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 MARIO SERIES MARIO SERIES

TSK TSK

MY-17
SuPeR GeniuS
Try your luck with the Super Genius and Ali-Baba Palace. 
This game features double incremental 
bonuses, brightly-colored LEDs, and sensational music. 
When three indentical symbols appear on 
the reels then the total bets are multiplied. 
The excitement is even greater and you can press the 
STOP button as a challenge to win more prizes. Explore 
treasures with Super Genius!

MY-AF7
thiS tiMe FoR AFRicA
Here soccer slot machine is! This is a very exciting and 
profitable game. It has multicolor LED, 3 dot matrix 
display, African local music, African country’s flags, and 
random free lights can often get.
Players will be so addicted to the extra bonus, if the dot 
matrix shows the same flags! This machine will make 
you feel like in the battle fields. 
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 MARIO SERIES MARIO SERIES

TSK TSK

MY-13
SuPeR lucKy FRuit
This attractive and profitable game includes a Multicolor 
LED roulette, 4 dot matrix display,2 jackpots, Latin 
music and funny sounds.

MY-1009
the PeRFect coMbinAtion: “lcD eXcitinG”
Traditional Mario game plus 5.5 inch LCD design!!

With 9 reels and 8 lines.

Combines traditional and innovational elements of 
Mario machines!

Various sub-games let the players get more bonuses 
during the game.

The bet is corresponding to the running lights and the 
reels on LCD.
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 MARIO SERIES MARIO SERIES

TSK TSK

MY-FR
SuPeR lucKy FRuit
The unique game combines an electric motorized 
roulette with LED lights and Latin music and it is 
designed to perfectly use as amusement machine!

MY-TR2
MillionAiRe Roulette
The all-new Millionaire Roulette is very funny and easy
to play! It features manual and auto-stop function 
for  the  roulette.
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 MARIO SERIES MARIO SERIES

TSK TSK

MY-WR1
MAGicAl MReStleMAniA
Brand-new games with two reels and two special 
free games.

The two rolling reels can be stopped separately by 
pressing buttons.

LED lights, two bonuses, and reels make players can’t 
stop playing it.

Players feel on live with the magnificent visual and 
sound effect.

MY-WR2
WheelS Motion!!
Brand-new games with three reels and two special
 free games.

The three rolling reels can be stopped separately
by pressing buttons.

LED lights, two bonuses, and reels make players 
can’t stop playing it.

Players feel on live with the magnificent visual and 
sound effect.
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 MARIO SERIES MARIO SERIES

TSK TSK

MY-GM1
StunninG liGht iS liKe ”chAMeleon”
Single tablet with the type of "Chameleon" light.

Each light could change the color 3 times 
interactively.

A central display showing moving, figures,
numbers, bonus and prizes.

Comes with the music that makes us dance.

MY-GM2
MAGic WARRioRS SeconD GeneRAtion
New Creation---Continuation of the previous 
generation Guerreros Magicos I.

When the light stop at the figure which situated the 
both side, it will send 1 to 9 lights. And also with two 
stages of double game, more exciting!

Colorful animation line game can be played in 3.5 
inch LCD.

With latest popular and attractive Latin music.
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 MARIO SERIES MARIO SERIES

TSK TSK

MY-12
chAllenGe With Devil KinG
Designing the lotteries in dual.

It creates more invitations than its first generation.

Besides the conventional sound effects, we also 
annex the speech sound.

MY-AG2
MAGic FieStA “ lucKy bonuS”
Single tablet with the type of "Chemaleon" light 
and bonus accumulated.

With the music and lights effect which we never 
seen before. 
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MARIO SERIES

TSK37

 MARIO SERIES

TSK

MY-16
FRuit cARibbeAn
A successful and exciting game deals with the search 
for riches in Caribbean Sea where you can enjoy a great 
party of lights and music. 
The real attractions are 2 incremental bonuses, free 
random lights, and high-quality audio effects.

MY-T2  MY-T3
leGenDARy! JunGle Roulette
It is possible to win two prizes at one time with one bet.

Hidden prizes that shows up to surprise your players.

The vivid music and sound effects make the players feel like being in jungle.
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 MARIO SERIES MARIO SERIES

TSK TSK

MY-1

Let the classic ario machines delight the players!

Voice and music are ONLY supported in MIRACULOUS 
EAGLE ll.

There are 3 kinds of acrylic for you to choose.

MY-AG3

Dual-color dot matrix will show numbers, three same 
will get bonus.

Players can press the [STOP] button to end the 
running light at any time after starting.

With voice and music.

MY-6

Players can prees the [STOP] button to end the running 
light at any time after starting.

When player hits the “Bell” sign, player can increase 
bonus by pressing the button in 99 seconds.

With voice and music.

MY-8  MY-9

Four sets of winning bonus.

Manual bonus makes the game more attractive.

It becomes more vivid with new sounds effects and 
speech sounds.

The circled LED and special running lights are different 
from before.
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SUPER BOBOMAN SUPER BOBOMAN

TSK TSK

MYP-2

Classic pinball machine with vivid and 
adorable patterns!

The players win if the ball falls into the 
corresponding hole.

When players get 12 flags, they will win the bonus.

SB-01 SB-03 SB-05SB-02 SB-04 SB-06

SB-26SB-25

SB-21SB-20SB-19 SB-23SB-22 SB-24

SB-15SB-14SB-13 SB-17SB-16 SB-18

SB-07 SB-09 SB-11SB-10 SB-12SB-08
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PINBALL PINBALL

TSK TSK

MYP-9
“MAX. 9 bAllS, PluS lcD”
Soccer 9 is different from traditional pinball machine.

Winning probability and the amounts of balls (from 5 
balls to 9 balls) can be adjusted.

Mini games can be played in the 7-inch LCD.

With Latin music and attractive acrylic.

MYP-9A
“neW 56789 bAllS”
New Popular Latin Music with Spanish voice.

Winning probability and the amounts of balls 
(from 5 balls to 7 balls) can be adjusted.

It allows having unique music what customers 
like if the quantity is enough.

56789 bALLS

6 bALLS

MYP-6

Pinball machine which improve the program, also with 
new attractive music that makes us to dance.

It becomes of our best-selling products with no doubt.
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PINBALL PINBALL

TSK TSK

OP-15

OP-1 OP-3 OP-5OP-2 OP-4

OP-11 OP-13-1 OP-14

OP-25OP-22OP-21 OP-24OP-23

OP-32OP-31 OP-34OP-33

OP-12

OP-6 OP-8 OP-10OP-7 OP-9

OP-17 OP-19OP-18OP-16 OP-20

OP-30OP-27OP-26 OP-29OP-28
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5
ORIGINAL DESIGN MANUFACTURER SOLUTIONS
Min-Yan Technology Co., Ltd.
TEL: +886-7-788-7077 FAX: +886-7-788-9272 Skype: tsk.game
What's app: +886-988-168-276 E-mail: tsk.game@msa.hinet.net, sales@tskgame.com.tw
No.112-20,Ln.686,Daliao Rd.,Daliao Dist.,Kaohsiung City 831,Taiwan(R.O.C.)

© 2019 TSK TAIWAN ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
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